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Urban Planning (2) Course Syllabus 

Course number: 0932455 

Course title: Urban Planning (2) 

Prerequisites: 0902354 

Times: Lecture: Sunday-Tuesday 9:00-10:00 

          Studio: Sunday 10:00-12:00 

 

Instructor: Dr Deyala Tarawneh 

Email: d.altarawneh@ju.edu.jo 

Office hours: Monday 10:00-13:00 

 

Course description: 

This course serves as an extension to the previous urban planning (1) module which shed the light on eight 

theories/ models that explained the evolution of cities and introduced the numerous components necessary to 

the formation of the urban including the environmental, economic, and socio-cultural. In this course, and as a 

continuation for the previous course, further components of the urban plan are examined and contemporary 

themes in the urban planning practice are examined in depth in an attempt to prepare students for the third 

and final extension of trilogy, the urban design module. 

 

Course objectives:  

• Further understand the relationship between humans and the urban fabric. 

• Introducing complex urban planning concepts. 

• Learn about the current trends and contemporary issues surrounding the development of urban planning 

theories.  

• Develop a critical understanding of the urban plan components and the role each plays in the development 

of the urban plan. 

• Learn the different contemporary urban planning issues currently emerging in the urban planning practice, 

understand their characteristics, pros and cons, and how they may inform the urban planning practices in 

Jordan. 

• Practice the exercise of contemporary urban planning and developing scenarios that aim to solve urban 

problems.  
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• Achieve clarity in expressing urban designs and ideas. 

 

 

Assessment methods: 

Presentation, participation, assignments and group work: 40% 

Midterm: 20% 

Final exam: 40% 

Total: 100% 

 

Criteria of assessment:  

• The overall understanding of both theories and practices explored throughout the semester. 

• The ability to develop a critical thinking and an analytical perspective of the design problems explored 

throughout the semester. 

• The ability to identify and solve complex landscape problems. 

• The clarity and quality of both written and graphic presentations. 

• The clarity and quality of verbal presentations. 

 

 

Topics to be explored throughout the course: 

- Course introduction 

- Introduction to contemporary urban planning 

- Urban planning elements continued 

- Urban planning principles continued 

- Case studies  

- Contemporary urban planning trends and theories 

- Other topics that may come up through the course  
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